Dear IGC-Members!
We hope you are enjoying summer and would like to provide you the most recent information from IGC.
Klaus Eiselmayer, Ronald Gleich, Heimo Losbichler, Klaus Möller, Rita Niedermayr
Management Board of IGC

General Assembly 2015 in Budapest - Review
On May 9th, IGC held its general assembly and celebrated its 20th anniversary. Our special thanks goes
to Istvan Rado, IFUA Horvàth & Partners KFT and György Drótos, Corvinus-University of Budapest for
being perfect hosts. 43 participants - representing 35 member organizations –enjoyed the hospitality
right in the wonderful historic center of Budapest. The agenda included inspiring presentations by charter member, Peter Horvàth, Klaus Möller, and Rita Niedermayr-Kruse. It was our great honor to welcome Raef Lawson, Vice-President Research from IMA Institute of Management Accounting, who again
came from the US to attend the meeting.

Four New Members
We are





proud to officially announce four new members:
Academy of Banking and Information Technology, Macedonia
Forum Institut für Management GmbH, Germany
pmOne, Germany
Schulmeister Management Consulting, Austria

Klaus Möller follows Lukas Rieder
After 20 years, Lukas Rieder stepped down as a member of IGC’s executive committee. He was the last
active charter member and served as a member of the executive committee with great commitment
since IGC was chartered in 1995. IGC’s honorary president Dr. Wolfgang Berger-Vogel held the laudation. Lukas Rieder was rewarded with standing ovations. Prof. Klaus Möller, University of St. Gallen, was
elected as Lukas Rieder’s successor in IGC’s executive committee.

IGC Quality Label
We are pleased to announce that maintenance certification was given to Conrad Günther and Klaus
Eiselmayr of Controller Akademie AG (Das systematische Trainingsprogramm in fünf Stufen der CA
Controller Akademie).

Controller Competence Model
Over the summer, IGC will be finishing its latest publication entitled "Developing Competences - Increasing Performance - The new controller competence model of IGC”. In fall 2015 it will be published
in German and English and is structured as follows:
Part I: Fundamentals and Reference Framework
Part II: Critical Success Competences of Controllers
Part III: Implementing Competence Management for Controllers
Part IV: Implications for HR-management in the Controller-Function
Appendix: Competence Catalogue, Competence Descriptions
The script is now completed and the next few weeks will be used for fine-tuning and proofreading. The
160-page publication describes an integrated model for competence management in the field of controlling for the first time. It addresses controllers, HR executives, managers and training institutions and
provides an applicable tool for the development, evaluation and control of competences. To meet the
required competences of controllers the professional building and maintaining of competences is key.
The publication provides valuable guidance on competence management.
IGC members have the opportunity to order hard copies at a discount at Haufe before printing. At the
beginning of September IGC members will receive an order list with the final terms.

Article “Four Changing Roles of Controllers”
We want to provide our members with information current research results and insights from other
members. In this issue, we would like to give you a different perspective on the role of controllers. We
kindly invite you to provide your latest insights and conferences in our newsletters by November 30th.

Launch of New IGC-Website
On July 29th, the new website went online. Thank your for your feedback. This release will be frequently updated. We hope to provide more information in a release 2.0 next year.

Important dates
IGC-Meetings:
Sep 28th:
May 21th:

Board Meeting, Munich
General assembly, Hamburg

Conferences offered by our members
(please let us know your most important conferences for the next newsletter)
Sep 22-23rd:
Oct 16-17th:
Nov 5th:
Nov 20th:

Horvath & Partner – Stuttgarter Controller-Forum, Germany
ACC Adriatic Controlling Conference, Slovenia
Controlling Conference Croatia, Croatia
ICV - Controlling Insights Steyr, Austria

Unsubscribe Newsletter
You receive this free newsletter, because you signed up in the past for the newsletter subscription service or made known to other measures your interest in the newsletter subscription. If you wish to no
longer receive our newsletter, please respond to the following address:
newsletter-abbestellen@igc-controlling.org

